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Abstract
By extending the standard gauge group to SU(3)cSU(2)LU(1)Y U(1)X
with X charges carried only by the third family we accommodate the LEP
measurement of Rb and predict a potentially measurable discrepancy in A
b
FB
in e+e− scattering. The Z
0
, which explicitly violates the GIM mechanism, can
nevertheless be naturally consistent with FCNC constraints. By cancelling
anomalies economically we anticipate additional quarks with fractionally-
charged color-singlet bound states but low cosmic abundance. Direct de-
tection of the Z
0
is possible but challenging.
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Although the Standard Model (SM) has survived the high precision LEP measurements
almost unscathed, there are a few discrepancies which persist, most of them at a low level of
statistical signicance and hence quite likely to disappear as more data are collected. One
outstanding deviation from the SM which is quite large involves the couplings of the beauty
(b) quark. That it occurs in the third quark family makes it more plausible because the
heaviness of the top quark makes this sector the most suspect. In particular, the ratio Rb =
Γ(Z ! bb)=Γ(Z ! hadrons) is predicted by the SM to be Rb = 0:2156  0:0003 [1] (where
the uncertainty comes from mt and mH) and is measured to be Rb = 0:2219  0:0017 [2],
about 3% too high and a signicant 3:7 eect. There is also evidence that Rc deviates
by −2:5 from the SM but it has been shown that when Rb is accommodated, a global
t tends to improve Rc and has the advantage of a lower s(MZ), more compatible with
lower-energy determinations (for a recent analysis see Ref. [3]). In this Letter, we shall
thus take the Rb data at face value (with the Rc data considered a fluctuation) and erect a
non-trivial theoretical edice on its foundation with testable predictions. Of course, if future
data reconcile Rb with the SM, our speculations will be rendered idle, but the robustness
of the eect justies a serious eort at model building followed by analysis of what other
phenomena may be detected.
The two simplest ways to extend the SM while preserving its principal features are to
extend the gauge sector or to extend the fermion sector. The former is the more fundamental
and geometrical while the latter is more trivial and algebraical (generally constrained, for
example, only by consistency of anomaly cancellations). In the former approach, the simplest
possibility is to extend the gauge sector by a U(1) gauge eld which mixes with the usual
Z boson and generates anomalous coupling to b quarks and perhaps the other quarks and
leptons. Such an approach was rst discussed in Ref. [4] and in a dierent context in Ref. [5].
More recently, attempts have been made to explain the Rb and Rc discrepancies with an
extra U(1) gauge eld which couples also to light quarks [6]. In the latter approach, the
simplest model to explain the Rb (and Rc) data was proposed in Ref. [7] which involves
vector-like fermions which mix with b quarks.
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Due to the smallness of the deviation of Rb from the SM, one must also consider the
possibility that the discrepancy arises from radiative corrections including new physics. It
is not dicult to nd models in which the radiative corrections can accommodate LEP
measurements [8,9]; however, many popular models fail to provide a convenient solution.
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is a notable example of this. Only
a small region of parameter space can yield a consistent result, corresponding to a light
supersymmetric spectrum, detectable at LEP II [10,11] (see however Ref. [12] for a light
gluino alternative). Two-Higgs doublet models also fall into this category [8,13]. For a
comprehensive review of the possiblities see Ref. [9] and references therein.
We shall take the rst approach and extend the gauge sector minimally by adopting the
choice of gauge group SU(3)SU(2)LU(1)YU(1)X. Associated with the additional U(1)X
gauge group is a new quantum number X which denes the strength of the beauty and top





will certainly couple dierently than any other Z
0
in the literature). Motivated by
minimality, only the third generation quarks couple to this Z
0
.
To proceed with presenting our model we shall rst examine the decay of the Z and its
relation to the fundamental Z-fermion couplings of the eective Lagrangian. The decay of
the Z into a fermion-antifermion pair f f is given by:























f sin2 W , g
f
R = −Q
f sin2 W , x = (mf=MZ )2 and  =
p
1− 4x. The color factor is C = 3 for quarks and C = 1 for leptons. For the light fermions,
it is an adequate approximation to put x = 0 and  = 1 and, using sin2 W = 0:232, this
gives the familiar values Γe = Γ = Γ ’ 83 MeV and Γi ’ 166 MeV for i = e; ;  and for
the quarks, Γu = Γc ’ 285 MeV and Γd = Γs = Γb ’ 367 MeV.
The couplings gfL;R are modied when the Z mixes with a Z
0
. The eective Lagrangian













where gZ = g=cW = 0:739. This Z
0
does not mix with the photon and the electric charge
still given by Q = t3 +Y=2, where Y is the hypercharge and t3 the third component of weak
isospin. The mass eigenstates are mixtures of these states with a mixing angle according to


























M 02 − M^2Z
: (4)
Because of the level of agreement between the SM and leptonic Z decays at LEP, we estimate
that cos2   0:995 (utilizing the experimental uncertainty in the W boson mass) so that
j tanj  0:07.
In the presence of the Z
0










XfR tan ; (5)
where we have factored out a cos factor common to all the mass eigenstate Z^ couplings.
The change Rb is given at lowest order in the mixing by
















where the superscript 0 denotes SM quantities and g
b(0)
L = −0:423 and g
b(0)
R = 0:077.
Requiring Rb to be within one standard deviation of the experimental value means that
0:0080 > Rb > 0:0046.
Depending on the U(1) charges of the t and b quarks one needs either one or two Higgs
doublets carrying X charge in addition to the SM Higgs doublet  with X = 0. First













L). Then we can write M
2 = −XHbgXgZ jhHbij
2
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and using Eq. (4) we see that XHb tan < 0
1. If only bL or bR has nonzero X charge then
XHb = X
b
L or XHb = −X
b




R in Eq. (6),
Rb would always be decreased. In order to increase Rb we must then have both XbL;R nonzero.
Then we can write (6) numerically as
Rb = gX tan(1:05XHb + 0:86X
b
R) ; (7)
so −XbR=XHb > 1:2 in order to get a positive eect. Since gX is dened so that the charges
are integers, we must have jXbRj > 2. To see that this is inconsistent, we must use another
constraint: the measured Z-pole forward-backward asymmetry in e+e− ! bb, A(0;b)FB . To

































Inserting the numerical values, including A(0;b)(SM)FB = 0:101, we nd that
A
(0;b)
FB = gX tan(0:043XHb + 0:278X
b
R) : (9)
Comparison of the experimental forward-backward asymmetry with the SM prediction allows
only a small departure satisfying jA(0;b)FB j < 0:003 [2]. Using the lowest consistent value of
Rb then shows that, for jXbRj  2, A
(0;b)
FB is too big. This excludes all two-doublet models.
So we must add two extra doublets Hb and Ht which give masses to the b and t quarks




R and Hb with the charges given above. In this
case we have M2 = gXgZ(XHtjhHtij
2 −XHb jhHbij
2) and with the same sign for XHb and
XHt and the natural choice hHti > hHbi we can make XHb tan > 0. We are thus free to
make simple choices for the quark charges. There are two natural choices to consider: (i)
XbL = 1;X
b




R = 1. Of these, (ii) can be shown to be inconsistent
with the data, as follows. Equations (7) and (9) give Rb = −0:19 gX tan and A
(0;b)
FB =
0:24 gX tan. Requiring Rb > 0:0046, implies jA
(0;b)
FB j > 0:005, contradicting experiment.
1We are here assuming that M^Z0 > M^Z . Models with M^Z > M^Z0 can be constructed but their
parameter space is more restricted.
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This then leaves our preferred model: the charges for the third family are simply Xb;tL = 1
and Xb;tR = 0. The model has three Higgs scalar doublets ;Hb; Ht with X charges 0, 1 and 1
respectively. Cancellation of chiral anomalies is most economically accomplished by adding




)R which are vector-like in weak hypercharge. The
doublet (w;w
0
)L has the opposite X charge and hypercharge to (t; b)L while the right-
handed doublet has zero X charge. These acquire mass from a complex weak singlet Higgs
scalar. The electric charges of these weird quarks are +1=3 and −2=3; they thus give rise
to fractionally-charged color singlets. By electric charge conservation the lightest such state
must be absolutely stable and its cosmic abundance must hence be very small compared to
baryon number. This can be understood if baryon number asymmetry is generated in the
electroweak transition because the weirdness quantum number is anomaly free and hence
unchanged by electroweak sphalerons.
There is a three-dimensional parameter space for the model spanned by tan, gX and
 = M^Z=M^Z0 . We consider, for simplicity, only M^Z < M^Z0 and will be able to imprison our
model in a three-dimensional box in its parameter space.
Using the analysis above we have from the constraint on Rb,
0:008  gX tan  0:004 ; (10)
as well as a weaker constraint from the asymmetry: gX tan < 0:07. Turning this around
using the Rb constraint, gives a prediction for the asymmetry:
3 10−4  A(0;b)FB  2 10
−4 : (11)
This will be detectable if the experimental accuracy can be increased by a factor of at least
3 to 5.
The quantity tan can be further restricted by perturbativity and by custodial SU(2).
An upper limit gX(MZ) <
p
4 = 3:54, combined with the Rb constraint dictates that
tan > 0:001 : (12)
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The accuracy of custodial SU(2) symmetry (the  parameter) in the presence of multiple
Z’s can be expressed in terms of i = M2W=(M^Zic
2






where i = i=^ with ^ = 1+t which takes into account the top quark radiative corrections.
Rewriting Eq. (1) in terms of the Fermi constant GF , we nd that all the decay rates are
multiplied by a factor of e = 1 cos2  compared to the SM. Using the the global t allowing






Since we have the lower bound on tan from Eq. (12), we deduce that  > 0:028 imply-
ing that M^Z0 < 3:3 TeV. It is very interesting that the present model produces such an
upper limit on the new physics because it implies its testability in the next generation of
accelerators.
Because our model assigns X charge asymmetrically to the quarks b, s, and d there is a
violation of the GIM suppression [15] of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) [16]. When
quark mass eigenstates are introduced into the eective Lagrangian (2), we induce couplings
between the Z
0
and left-handed b, s, and d quarks. The transitions d ! s, b ! d and







ts, respectively. In addition, there will be FCNC eects arising from
the Higgs sector which involve undetermined Yukawa sector parameters and mixing angles.
Because of this, one may choose the parameter space so that Higgs sector flavor-changing
eects are weaker than the Z
0
mediated ones. The constraints below may be strengthened if
the Higgs sector parameters are someday measured. We nd that the strongest constraints
come from the K K mass dierence and B(b! sγ). FCNC eects involving leptons will be
further suppressed by factors of sin2 .
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Summing the contributions from the SM box diagrams and the tree-level Z
0
exchange,
















where c = VcdV

cs = sin C cos C, t = VtdV

ts and we have kept the leading SM term and
set cos = 1. The 4-quark operator is given by QLL = sγ(1− γ5)d sγ(1− γ5)d. From the
full next to leading order QCD calculation of the short-distance eects in mK = 2 Re <
KjH(S=2)e j K >, one nds [17] that they can account for at least 50% of the experimental
value. Allowing for a 25% contribution from long-distance eects we therefore require that
the ratio of the Z
0
to the SM contribution be < 0:5. Note that the sign of the Z
0
contribution
to mK here is the same as in the SM. By using the Wolfenstein parametrization [18] of
the CKM matrix, t ’ A25(1 − ) = (2:4  0:8)  10−4 where we have used the values
jVcbj ’ jVtsj = 0:041  0:003, A = 0:83  0:10,  = 0:36  0:09 [2] and we have neglected
the contribution of small imaginary parts of the CKM elements. Using mc = 1:5 GeV,
sin C = 0:22 and the central value for t, the constraint on the ratio of the Z
0
to SM
contributions gives the approximate bound gX < 0:32. This requirement is interesting in
that, although we are explicitly the GIM mechanism by treating the third family dierently,
the restriction on gX is still reasonably natural. Clearly, the model is admissable only
because of the extreme smallness of jtj  10−4.
The branching ratio B(b! sγ) gives a similar constraint on gX, but one which does not
depend on undetermined CKM angles. At the one-loop level one must include contributions
from Z
0
loops as well as the SM W loop contributions. These give rise to the eective















where xt = m2t=M
2





and the operator Q7γ =
e
82
s(1 + γ5)bF . The
function C7γ(xt) can be found in Ref. [19] and C
0
7γ(yb) = 2=9 + O(yb ln(yb)). Using this

















where g(z) = 1− 8z2 + 8z6− z8− 24z4 ln z ’ 0:48 for z  mc=mb ’ 0:3 and we approximate
the ratio of CKM elements to be 1. These expressions do not include the leading QCD
corrections which almost double the one-loop electroweak result [20]. In the SM these give
B(b! sγ) = (2:8 0:8) 10−4 [20] to be compared with the experimental result Bexp(b!
sγ) = (2:320:67)10−4 [21]. Although it is not obvious what criterion to use to constrain
gX, we shall require that the Z
0
contribution be within the experimental error bars with
a factor of 2 inserted as an estimate of QCD corrections. This criterion is almost certainly
too strict; in particular, because of the opposite sign of the b and t quark charges, the Z
0
contribution is opposite in sign to the SM one (C7γ ’ −0:2 for mt = 180 GeV). Using the
experimental value for the semileptonic branching ratio Bexp(b! ce−e) = 0:0950:016 [2],
we nd the limit gX < 0:28, comparable to the bound from mK . As theoretical estimates
of B(b ! sγ) in the SM improve we may be able to see evidence of the Z
0
contribution if
the SM value lies above the experimental one.
The allowed region in parameter space for the model is thus no bigger than 1 >   0:028
(the upper limit 1 >  is a denition of our model); 0:070  tan  0:001; and 3:5  gX 
0:06. Our constraints further contract this volume in parameter space.
Now let us consider the production of Z
0





produced in association with two b quarks. The cross-section at
p
s = 1:8 TeV falls o
rapidly with MZ0 : for example, putting gX = gZ , it decreases from 16 pb at MZ0 = 100 GeV
to 1 fb at MZ0 = 450 GeV. Against the b
b background from QCD such a signal would be
dicult to observe at Fermilab. In particular, Z
0
production leads to nal states with four
heavy-flavor jets and one expects competition from QCD jet production to be severe.
At an e+e− collider, sitting at the Z
0
-pole, there is a remote possibility for detecting Z
0
provided it is relatively light. The coupling to e+e− is suppressed by tan but still the pole





masses (a) 500 GeV, (b) 250 GeV and (c) 150 GeV respectively. The
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shape of the Z
0
resonance indicates the importance of Z-Z
0
interference. The parameters
gX and  have been frankly chosen to produce the most marked eect while still remaining
within the limits discussed above. In Fig. 2 is shown the forward-backward asymmetry AbFB
as a function of
p
s for the same three cases. We await with interest the detection of such
signals for the elusive Z
0
.
In summary, we have constructed a model which can account for the measured value
of Rb. It introduces a possibly-light Z
0
coupled almost entirely to the third family and
to new weird quarks. The model has at least the esoteric interest that Z
0
couples with
sizeable strength to b and t quarks, may be almost as light as Z, and can naturally avoid
disastrous FCNC without a GIM mechanism. There is a prediction for the forward-backward
asymmetry A
(0;b)
FB . This Z
0
is particularly elusive because it is so dicult to detect at colliders
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Cross-section for e+e− ! bb for Z
0
masses (a) 500 GeV, (b) 250 GeV and (c) 150
GeV. The model parameters for each case are (a) gX = 1:0, tan = 0:008, mt = 180 GeV giving
ΓZ0 = 32 MeV, (b) gX = 0:5, tan = 0:015, giving ΓZ0 = 2:5 GeV and (c) gX = 0:3, tan = 0:025
giving ΓZ0 = 570 MeV.
FIG. 2. Forward-backward asymmetry for e+e− ! bb for Z
0
masses (a) 500 GeV (b) 250 GeV
(c) 150 GeV and the same model parameters as in Fig. 1.
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